ATHERECTION
Are high reimbursement amounts incentivizing inappropriate medical provider care?

BY BRYAN KAY

REIMBURSEMENT PER PROCEDURE for femoropopliteal artery and vein procedures has increased at a rate similar to that for national providers as a whole and for vascular surgeons specifically—at the same rate as much higher rates were recorded for radiologists and general surgeons, an analysis of Medicare reimbursement data from 2012-2017 demonstrates. The data, presented by Matthew Hoffman, MD, a general surgery resident at St. Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston, New Jersey, at the 2020 Vascular & Endovascular Surgery Society (VESS) virtual winter annual meeting (Jan. 11-24), set out to answer the question: Are high reimbursement amounts possibly
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Headlines
SVS Foundation’s new initiative to address disparities in vascular health
VAM shifted to August amid COVID pandemic, vaccination rollout
SVS PAC recaps 2020, offers goals for 2021
New SVS online portal heralds vascular education ‘on the go’
Q&A: Education Committee chair drills down on the details
Foundation donors meet challenge
Cohort selected for second year of Leadership Development Program?
Congress delays steep Medicare payment cuts
Journal supplement outlines updated guidelines, reporting standards?
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**Headlines**
- Cover Story: Ronald L. Dalman, MD, SVS President
- Preparing for VAM—with alternative options on deck
- SVS births brand new Communications Committee
- New Year will bring new SVS online education portal
- Going global: Society gets new International Mentorship Program
- Furthering diversity goals in SVS appointments
- Overseeing governance and expanding SVS footprint
- Partnering with SVS PAC in fight over payment cuts
- SVS PAC seeks more contributors
- Council moves SVS into vascular population health vacuum
- Continuing the cause of the SVS Branding Toolkit
- Foundation looks to up contribution levels in 2021
- Deadlines near for Society, Foundation awards
- New SVS learning platform goes live this month